Have you ever been hungry? You start by feeling that you could really do with a bit of something, maybe a snack. But before long if you’ve got no way of finding a mouthful or a whole meal, you begin to feel your own fragility: your stomach aches, your concentration begins to waver. It starts to be difficult to do ordinary things, so you begin to seek distractions – something absorbing that takes your attention away and enables you to lose yourself. You doubt your own judgment. You realise you’re becoming selfish, because you’re so mesmerised by your own desperation that you can’t consider the needs of anyone else. When finally you do find food, it can be that your yearning, and ache for the pain to go away, is so great that you don’t truly enjoy it or savour its taste or texture. Greedily you wolf it down because your body’s taken over and the rest of you has been elbowed aside. Hunger’s drained all the joy; and you’re left with raw, voracious compulsion.

We don’t want to see ourselves like this. It’s not just the physical discomfort. It’s the discovery that we can be so needy, so selfish, so consumed by one thing to the exclusion of all else. We certainly don’t want anyone else to see us like this – to witness the narrow, precarious, craven creature we can be. What a loss of dignity.

Hunger’s the most basic of our human needs and desires. But more often it’s a metaphor for other longings that can take over our life. I wonder if you know, for example, what it’s like to yearn to have a life partner. Your life has good and rewarding things in it, but deep down you just profoundly want to matter to another creature, to have a commitment and a relationship to build your life around, to shape meaning out of the rhythms and texture of your days and the movements and aching of your heart, and perhaps most of all to make something beautiful together to leave as a legacy on planet earth and feel your life has been at least somewhat fruitful.

But year follows year and there’s no genuine sign of your being in any potentially-permanent relationship. Your plans for your career, and your financial planning, which had always been provisional, begin to take on an unexpected air of permanence. You come to wonder if anyone will ever find you attractive, if maybe you’re hanging out in the wrong places, or if you’re just being too choosy. Before you know it, the waiting takes a grip over your mind and soul and becomes as convulsive as hunger. Your radar screen can’t help flashing sirens when it picks up nearby people with vibrant marriages, designer children, and imagined happiness; and you find yourself avoiding conversation with them and withdrawing from their company, lest your need and grief turn into sharp words, inappropriate tears, and blinding self-pity. You don’t want other people to see you like this. You can’t bear to see yourself like this.

Of course these are only among the most intense of many profound yearnings that can’t be assuaged by material comfort or professional accomplishment. Look to your left; look to your right: you’re likely to see someone who’s waiting; been waiting a long time.

Not long ago I sat down with a young man called Jeff who’d lost his beloved and only sister in a tragic accident. What made the tragedy so poignant was that Andrew, the man responsible for the accident, was a close friend of both Jeff and his sister. Even worse, Andrew’s own brother had also died in the same accident. The four friends had been traveling together. It would have been great in many ways if Jeff and Andrew could’ve sat down together and talked through the events of that day and shared their grief and loss. But Jeff told me he just couldn’t do that. ‘I know I should and I know I must, but I’m sorry, I just can’t bring myself to forgive him. I know in my head he’s hurting.
for his brother as much as I am for my sister, but he’s not missing my sister like I do. No one is. No one knows how important she was to me. I just can’t forgive him and I just can’t face him.’ I asked, ‘D’you think one day you will?’ Jeff said, ‘I know one day I’ve got to because this hatred is just eating me up and I can’t think about anything else. Until I can forgive I won’t be able to start living again. But I’m not there yet – nothing like there yet. And I think it’s going to be a while.’

All waiting is a kind of hunger. All hunger is a kind of waiting. You can fill up your life with good and worthwhile things, genuine and valuable tasks, absorbing and deserving projects, admirable and interesting people; but suddenly you get moments when you see with piercing clarity that it’s all a distraction, all a way of making you so busy that you don’t need to think about the one thing you desire above all else, and long for with your whole being, and need like a hungry hole in your stomach. You can deal with waiting through distraction, through busy-ness and fluster and hurry and entertainment; but when all your distractions have expired, the waiting’s still there for you, gnawing at your soul like a hungry dog growling and pawing at the back door.

Back in the days when it was common to go to a tailor and ask for yards of cloth for sewing or dressmaking into trousers or skirts or outer garments, people would imitate the proverbial salesperson and say, ‘Never mind the quality – feel the width!’ In other words, ‘Who cares whether the material comes from the very best fabric? See how much there is of it, for such a bargain price!’ It’s a parable for what we do to our lives to hide ourselves from the depths of our struggles and sadness and pain. ‘Never mind our deepest desires – see how easy it is to occupy ourselves with our trivial ones! Don’t distress yourself about the things that really matter – see how quickly you can get your hands on the things that don’t!’ It’s perfectly possible to turn your whole life into a distraction, a whole enterprise of feeling the width. Maybe that’s what you’re doing right now.

The church has a season for helping us set aside our distractions and get profoundly in touch with the powerlessness of waiting. It’s called Advent. In Advent we dismantle our elaborate defences, and, for a few weeks, or days, or moments, face up squarely to our deepest yearnings, our unresolved longings, and our rawest needs. But Advent is also about a confidence deeper than our needs, a hope more far-reaching than our desires, a future more comprehensive than our most poignant yearnings.

In our self-protection we habitually say to ourselves, to one another, and even to God, ‘Never mind the quality, feel the width. Let’s just make ourselves busy and perhaps we’ll forget about it.’ In Advent, God says to us, ‘Never mind the width. Your life isn’t about quantity of activity or length of days. Let go of the width. Feel the depth.’

The answer to the agony of waiting isn’t width. It’s depth. Right now, in this Advent moment, feel the depth of your life, and look into the deep heart of God.

Advent says, ‘Yes, you’re hungry. Yes, you long for fulfilment and resolution and completion and consummation. Yes, you’re aching all over, yes, if you stopped your incessant activity and paused for one second to look in the mirror you’d be sobbing with disappointed dreams and deflated desires and unmet longings and dashed aspirations. Yes, life hasn’t turned out as you trusted it would, yes, it feels like everyone else has it easier than you, yes, it’s sometimes impossible to find the patience to keep going, yes, you feel if you for one moment admitted your grief it would crush you and incapacitate you and disable you from functioning in any respectable and grown-up and self-effacing way.’ Advent goes to the bottom of our waiting.

But Advent doesn’t stop there. Advent goes under and around our waiting. Advent also says, gently, cherishingly, and tenderly, ‘No. No, this isn’t the way the story ends. No, God isn’t ignoring you or punishing you. No, this isn’t God’s last word on the matter. No, God hasn’t finished with you. No, this groaning, this aching, this longing won’t be your eternal condition. God came in Christ to be with you, to groan with your groan, to ache with your ache, to yearn with your yearning. God in Christ suffered on the cross to show you a yearning that’s greater even than your yearning, a grief that’s greater even than your grief, a longing that’s greater even than your longing. A longing for you. Christ rose from the dead to show you how the story ends, that all your pain and agony and
tears will be taken up into glory, that all your sadness will be made beautiful, and all your waiting will be rewarded. Christ ascended into heaven to show you that you’ll spend eternity with God, that your hunger will be met in God’s banquet, that everything you long for will be exceeded and overwhelmed in the glory of the presence of God, and that when you see the marks in Christ’s hands and the Father’s broken heart you’ll finally realise how achingly, convulsingly hungry God has always been for you.’

Just for this moment in Advent, dare to feel the depth. Never mind the width. If you’re tired of waiting, go deeper. Feel the deep texture of life. Eternal life isn’t an infinitely extended version of what we have now: it’s a deeper version of what we have now. If you want a glimpse of eternal life, even amid the sadness and the longing of waiting, go deeper.

Remember all those people you were envious of and who seemed to have everything you didn’t have? – Go deeper and see who they really are and what they truly long for, and feel your envy begin to melt into compassion. Go deeper into your fears and come out of the bottom of them, and let your hatred become hope. Go deeper into your loneliness and make a companion of the truth you find there. Feel the wonder of your createdness, sense the unlikely mystery of your being here at all. And receive all the rest as a bonus, a gift, a blessing.

Advent isn’t an escape. It’s an encounter with the time that’s deeper than our time, a time we call eternal life. It’s a discovery of a longing that’s deeper than our longing, the longing we call God’s waiting for us. It’s an experience deep down and through the bottom of our experience, a place where grief is no longer isolating but companionable, where alienating hurt becomes tender wisdom, where unfulfilled longing becomes the sculpting of a greater hole for grace.

It’s hard to do Advent all year round. It’s almost easier to be left alone in our waiting. But just this once, this Advent, take the risk on God that God’s taken on you. Feel the quality. Feel the depth. Go deeper and keep digging. Keep digging until you find you’ve dug deep into the heart of God. And there discover a real hunger, the deepest hunger of them all: God’s hunger – for you.